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Praises and thanks are to the God who is Sufficient for a person who seeks His help. And,
He guides the one who asks to be guided. And peace be upon Muhammad and His AhlulBait and curses be upon their enemies.
Virtuous
I advise myself and you to be pious and put your effort to obey him and avoid disobeying
him. Try to do good acts to your brothers and sister in Islam, and feed the hungry and say
the Islamic greeting ‘Salam’ loudly. Do not miss the prayer in the middle of night when all
people are sleeping, truly obeying god is the actual honor in this world and reward in the
hereafter.
Our prophet, Prophet Mohammed said.” Truly god said: I have put five things in five but
people looking for them in five other things, so they would not find it. I put wealth in
contentment but people looking for it in large sums of money, so they cannot find it. I put
honor in my obligatory but people look after it in giving service to kings, so they wouldn’t
find it. I put honor to pride in piousness but people looking after it in linages, so they
wouldn’t find it. I put comfortably in the heaven but people looking after it in this world,
so they wouldn’t find it.” We ask god to give us Towfiq to have piousness and know more.
Coming days
Dear audience, we congratulate you these great days that god give them higher rank than
other days, moreover you are invited in these they to god’s feast. We ask him to make us
successful to do perfect fasting and praying and using every and each moment of this great
month.
Beloved brothers and sister, it is Mostahab upon Imam to speak about what is going on in
the Muslim world. One of the most important events in our time is the starvation in the
Somalia upon twelve million human and four million of them are in the verge of death. I
should tell you about this natural disaster and human catastrophe; the results of true fast is
kindness, compassion and assisting poor people, show your mercy and kindness to your
brothers and sister in Somalia and replay these women and children that calling upon you.
Prophet Mohammad said anyone hear sound of a Muslim that calling: O, Muslims and they
do not reply him he is not Muslim.
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